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Chinese and Thai are classified as Sino-Tibetan Language Family, these two
languages almost didn’t have to change to other forms and this is their similarity.
Sentence structure of Chinese and Thai are the same, that is S+V+O. Word order
and function word are the main link between grammar and semantics. But Thai
also classified as Kam Dai languages, so there are some differences compared
with Chinese.
Object of study of this thesis are modifier in Chinese and Thai.  From corpuses
collecting and other related research, comparing language usages, inter-
language, error analysis theory and the form of attribute and adverbial, noun
modifier marker , verb modifier marker , multiple modifier of word order ,finds out
the similarities and differences of modifier between Chinese and Thai. Moreover,
we found out that the main difference of modifier in Chinese and Thai is central
word position, for word order in Chinese, modifier will be placed in front of central
word, but in Thai, modifier will be placed after central word. This is the reason
why Thai students always make mistakes about word order while they are
studying about Chinese modifiers.
Theories used in this thesis are error analysis and language comparison. Main
collected related corpuses are from normal assignments survey questionnaire of
Business Chinese major’s and Chinese major’s student in Khon Kaen University,
these students are studying in sophomore, junior and senior year. From the error
analysis of Thai student in modifier word orders, I found out that there are four
main errors that Thai students make, that is mistakes of order, more adding,
misuse and omit.
This thesis also provides reasons for errors that Thai students make while
studying Chinese modifier advises for teaching methods and strategies, hope that
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